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4Part I of II

Ten fundamental
software metrics

principles,
for failure
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51. If you measure what is easy rather
than right , you’ll lose the fight.

•  The drunk knew he’d lost his watch down the street in
a dark corner,

– But it was tempting to look for it under the lamp post

• Determine what is most critical to control,
– and then find a way to quantify it - there is always a

useful way
–  then find ways to measure that quantity

• There are always useful ways

•  If you can’t imagine the ways to quantify or measure
something, the internet can.
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62. If you measure too late, you
deserve your fate.

•  you need to measure early, in order
to discover -

– what to measure, what the
requirements really are

– what measures are useful
– what is worth measuring
– what the actual numeric levels of

requirements should be

•  Measuring at the end of a project,
– is just too late to learn in time

•  to convince people that they have a solvable
problem

– in time to solve it
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73. If you measure too few, then the ones you left out,
will lack any clout.

If you measure too many, you will also lose out.
•  Limit yourself, at any one level

of consideration, to the
maximum ‘top ten’ most critical
requirement measures

–  when you have mastered all of
them, you might have resources
left to turn to the next priority
requirement.

– You cannot afford to distract your
attention from the top few highest
priorities

–  Mastering 10 critical variables, at
demanding levels, is a
magnificent technical
management deed

• You will be forgiven for failing on
the 11th, for the moment - it is
next on your hit list anyway.

Alfred-Gockel
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84. If the metric level is too low, your

users are in for a sorry blow.

•  What is ‘too low’ a requirement
level?

•  There are several simultaneous
variations to consider:

–  too low in relation to a future
competitor level (uncompetitive)

–  too low in relation to our current
levels (worse product or service)

–  too low in relation to constraints
–  too low at a particular time
–  too low in a particular area
–  too low under specific conditions or

events
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95. Know the role of your metric, or it
can roll over on your project

• A metric lives in a system
environment

– Spaces
• Geographical, Market Segment, Task

Type, …..

–Time
• Deadlines
• Intervals (‘office hours’, ‘weekends’)
• Obsolete times, irrelevant times, …..

–Concurrent events and conditions
• Contracts signed, laws in force,

achievements succeeded, …..
–We need to carefully define that

environment - the metric ‘role’ in the
‘play
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106. If you fail to quantify a critical
variable, it will fail to be what you need

•  Developers will naturally
prioritize quantified
requirements that they
believe they will be judged
on delivering

– And quantified constraints
(deadline, budget)

• So we need to have a
notion of being ‘complete’
for the quantified critical
requirements:

–  we cannot have some
quantified and others equally
important in un-quantified
formats like

• “Very User-Friendly”, “Highly
Secure”, “Extremely
Adaptable”
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117. Do not trust managers to define the
most critical metrics, help them out

• Managers have no training or
culture in developing quantified
and clear metrics for their most
critical qualitative (‘soft’) objectives.

•  they love to use a series of
popular words, because that is
their culture today

•  if you guide them into quantifying
their wordy objectives,

• Some of them will love it and learn
it

– The CEO, COO, and CFO types

• Some of them would rather lose
their jobs

– (the marketing types especially)
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128. Some metrics support other metrics.
You’d better know which is the star,

and which is the supporting role.

•Ralph Keeney’s Levels (‘Value-Focused Thinking’)

– Fundamental Objectives
– Strategic Objectives
– Means Objectives

•  Are all relative to one’s level in the
organization
–Fundamental Objectives (Your boss)
– Strategic Objectives  (you)
– Means Objectives (your staff, and support)
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139. Metrics don’t add up, but you need
to understand the set of them

•  The varied top ten
objectives metrics
cannot be directly added
to each other, to get a
sum of improvements.
–But the % of progress
towards the 10 different
Gola levels can be added
and averaged to get
some idea of progress to
date
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1410.Metrics are a generally good tool,
until they are used carelessly,

 or to manipulate people.
• So we need

–  sound best practice
standards

–  training
–  management leadership
–  quality control
–  a constant learning

process

•  The ideas and
practices exist

–  but the sound culture
and motivation is not
there
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15Part II:
Ten critical software metrics usage principles

for success in the commercial environment

http://media.juiceanalytics.com/images/blog/metrics_framewor.pngk
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161. Develop requirements metrics
 top down

from critical management objectives.

• The most critical requirements in
any project, are

– The critical few improvements that
the project sponsors are hoping for

– They are ‘always’ quantifiable!
• All other ‘requirements’ are in

reality supporting requirements
for the top ones.

•  At the top systems level there
are some stakeholder values
(quantifiable) - like save time.

– Software products can have
performance/quality requirements
to directly support delivery of these
values

• Like: Increase Usability (defined by
some Scale) by 50%, by next
release
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172. Connect metrics with metrics.

•  there are many types and levels of metrics
•And you should make their relationships and
connections clear and documented
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183. Develop metrics with early rapid
numeric and non-numeric feedback.

•  You will be trying to get to a few
numeric long term goal levels - of
performance/quality.

• We believe the smartest way to the
long term is to try to move towards
them in early, frequent, small
‘weekly’ steps.

• The metrics are estimated, then
measured, then evaluated against
estimates, to learn.

–  this gets real results for
stakeholders

– This makes sure your entire
development process works

–  this makes it impossible to fail big -
just stop if you are failing in the
small increments

• The metrics will remind you that you
do not know what you are doing!

http://www.lostgarden.com/evolutionary_game_design.htm
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194. Use metrics to describe metrics,
credibility, uncertainty

•  a Metric has attributes,
– their qualities -

• like accuracy, credibility,
relevance, impact

– and costs
• Like learning cost, test setup

cost, test process costs, test
analysis costs

• We can use metrics to
describe and understand
our primary metrics

–And to better select both
scales of measure, and
corresponding
measurement processes.

http://www.cs.ualberta.ca/~sorenson/cmput401/lectures/SoftwareMetrics/sld005.htm
http://collaboration.mitre.org/practguide/PGTable1.jpg
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205. Use metrics to describe solutions,
designs, and architecture

•  all ‘designs’ have multiple
performance/quality/cost attributes,

– That define ‘how well’ the designs
satisfy our requirements.

•  ‘software’ as a craft is not yet at
the engineering stage of maturity

– Because then we would more
systematically be matching up
numeric design attributes , to
numeric requirements.

–  today we match
• ambiguous words (‘enterprise

architecture’)
• with other ambiguous words (‘IT

system flexibility’)

– (software witchcraft, not software
engineering) http://www.gliffy.com/api/clientdiagramjpeg?did=1048489&pk=pub&size=L&tc=1154138894428
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216. Use multiple metrics to compare
alternatives

•  one way to compare
any set of alternatives is
–To compare their quality
and cost attributes

–In relation to your needs
(requirements)
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227. Measure critical variables, but with
sufficient qualities and lowest costs

•  Quantification seems exact:
5.0, 3.14

–  even though it is an approximation.
• Measurement is

– determining where we really are
–  along a scale of measure,
– in relation to benchmark level,

constraint levels, and target levels.
• Measurement cannot be perfect.

– Perfect measurement has infinite
cost

–  Measurement needs to be sufficient
for purpose

–  at the lowest costs for that purpose
– Measurement processes can be

‘designed’ to fit a set of numeric
qualities, costs, and constraints
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238. Use metrics to review specifications

•  basic metric: major defects per 300 words
–Major: can threaten to hurt the system
–Defects: deviations from our standards for how to
write the specs

• Examples (see CE book for many Rules)
–  The spec must be unambiguous to the intended readership
– All qualities must be quantified
– All design impacts must be estimated
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249. Use metrics to prioritize, and
determine priorities

•  I argue that traditional weighting metrics are
a very bad way of communicating priorities
for requirements

–  what are your weights for eating, breathing,
drinking?

• I would argue that the natural and logical way
to understand priorities is in terms of

–  quantified requirements, and
–   repeated continuous measurement of the

satisfaction
–  the more satisfied a requirement,

• The lower the priority

See detailed papers at www.gilb.com,

 Choice and Priority Using Planguage:  http://www.gilb.com/community/tiki-download_file.php?fileId=48
Managing Priorities: http://www.gilb.com/community/tiki-download_file.php?fileId=60
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2510. Use metrics to create commonly understood, and
really agreed requirement or objectives.

•6.0 is a much clearer
notion than ‘very much’

• If we agree to ‘extremely
good X’
–How much have we agreed
to?

www.parshift.com/ Essays/images/essay067.gif ,
Rick Dove      ----->
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26Summary - Final Slide

– Metrics give us a powerful
tool to describe,
communicate, and exercise
management control over
software and systems
development

–Planguage is a specific
defined and free tool for
expressing metrics ideas
about software and systems
components.

These slides with lots of additional detail (96 slides) are at : 
http://homepage.mac.com/tomgilb/filechute/Making%20Metrics%20Practical%20UKSMA%20Master.ppt

http://www.gilb.com/community/tiki-download_file.php?fileId=132 (pdf
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Extra Slides if Time
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28Exercise: Aspects of Love, or
Love is a many splendored thing!

•Make inventory of love’s many
aspects
•Quantify one requirements for love

•Duration: 6 minutes

See note for Sutra
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29Love Attributes:
Brainstormed By Dutch Engineers

•Kissed-ness
•Care
•Sharing
•Respect
•Comfort
•Friendship
•Sex
•Understanding
•Trust

Support
Attention
Passion
Satisfaction
...
...
...
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30Trust [Caroline]
•Other aspects of
Trust:
•1. ‘Truthfulness’

2. Broken
Agreements
3. Late
Appointments
4. Late delivery
5. Gossiping to
Others

Love.TrustTrust.TruthfulnessTruthfulness
Ambition: No lies.
Scale:

Average Black lies/month
from [defined sources].
Meter:

 independent confidential log
from sample of the defined
sources.
Past Lie Level:

Past [My Old Mate, 2004] 42 <-
Bart

Goal
 [My Current Mate, Year =

2005] Past Lie Level/2
Black: Defined: Non White Lies
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31Camaraderie    (Real Case UK)

Ambition: to maintain an exceptionally high sense of good
personal feelings and co-operation amongst all staff: family
atmosphere, corporate patriotism. In spite of business
change and pressures.

Scale:  probability that individuals enjoy the workingprobability that individuals enjoy the working
atmosphere so much that they would not move toatmosphere so much that they would not move to
another company for less than 50% pay riseanother company for less than 50% pay rise.

Meter: Apparently real offer via CD-S
Past [September 2001] 60+ % <- R & CD
Goal [Mid 2002] 10%, [End 2002] <1% <- R & CD
Rationale:

maintain staff number, and morale as core of business and
business predictability for customers.
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32Love: Biblical Dimensions <- Lawrence Day, Boeing

A person who loves acts the following way toward
the person being loved:

1. suffereth long
2. is kind
3. envieth not
4. vaunteth not itself, vaunteth...:

or, is not rash   (Vaunt = extravagant self
praise)

5. is not puffed up
6. Doth not behave itself unseemly
7. seeketh not her own
8. is not easily provoked
9. thinketh no evil
10. Rejoiceth not in iniquity   (=an unjust act)
11. rejoiceth in the truth
12. Beareth all things
13. believeth all things
14. hopeth all things
15. endureth all things
16. never faileth

The biblical citation
(Book of First
Corinthians) I
included gives the
quantification of the
term "love" (agape
in Greek).   The
‘quantification’ for
love would be as
follows:

------------>
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33Sample Requirement Rewrites
Overview of Requirement Types

• High-Level Requirements
•1. Introduction
•2. Business requirements

–2.1.Time to market
–2.2.Cost

•2.2.1. Capital investment
•2.2.2. Operational cost
•2.2.3. Support and
maintenance cost

–2.3.Market constraints
–2.4.Trade Compliancy
–2.5.Environmental compliancy

•3. Functional requirements
–3.1.Recording
–3.2. Integration
–3.3.Sources
–3.4.Use-case xxx

•4. Quality requirements
–4.1.Availability

•4.1.1. Reliability
•4.1.2. Recoverability
•4.1.3. Integrity

–4.2.Usability
•4.2.1. Learn-ability
•4.2.2. Like-ability
•4.2.3. User Productivity
•4.2.4. Intuitiveness
•4.2.5. Intelligibility

–4.3.Adaptability
•4.3.1. Flexibility
•4.3.2. Upgradeability

–4.4.Performance/Productivity
–4.5.Capacity

•4.6. Security

real case
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34Example: Operator Usability
real case
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35Example: Crew Usability
real case
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36Example:

real casereal case
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37Detail of Scale for
‘System Overhead Time’ requirement

real case
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38
Quality

Requirement:
Recoverability

•Notice:
–multiple Goal
Levels
–Parameterized
Scale

real case
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39

Readine
ss

real casereal case
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40
Business Objective

TTM
Same Format

real case
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41Template for Quality Requirements
real case

Developed by BN
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42Enthoven on Numbers
“Numbers are a part of our

language.
Where a quantitative matter is being

discussed
–  the greatest clarity of thought is

achieved by using numbers
– instead of avoiding them
– even when uncertainties are

present.
This is not to rule out judgment and

insight.
– Rather, it is to say, that
–  judgments and insights need
– like everything else
– to be expressed with clarity
– if they are to be useful.”

      Alain Enthoven, June 1963,
              Naval War College, Newport Rhode Island.

                Source: Hughes, 1998, ‘Rescuing Prometheus’, p164.
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43Philolaus on Numbers

• Over four hundred years BC, a Greek by the
name of Philolaus of Tarentum said :

• ” Actually, everything that can be known has
a Number;

• for it is impossible to grasp anything with the
mind or to recognize it without this (number).
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44Phylolaus: Quantifying Sound Qualities
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45Summary - Final Slide

– Metrics give us a powerful
tool to describe,
communicate, and exercise
management control over
software and systems
development

–Planguage is a specific
defined and free tool for
expressing metrics ideas
about software and systems
components.

http://homepage.mac.com/tomgilb/filechute/Making%20Metrics%20Practical%20UKSMA%20Master.ppt

http://www.gilb.com/community/tiki-download_file.php?fileId=132 (pdf


